The BSave Defender Account is an effective way to protect the value of your
Bitcoins from price fluctuations. It allows you to hedge a nominal USD amount
that reflects a certain Bitcoin-USD exchange rate upon “locking” your funds.
Meaning, when you wish to “LOCK” a Bitcoin the Defender will convert the
amount to USD and will display a fluctuating Bitcoin amount, based on the
nominal USD amount received in the exchange. For example, if you “LOCK” 1
Bitcoin and the current exchange rate is 400 USD, meaning 1 Bitcoin is worth
400 USD, you will then see on the Defender 1 BTC. If, when “UNLOCK”ing, the
exchange rate is that 1 Bitcoin is worth 200 USD, the savings account will be
credited with 2 BTC. This can help you protect your Bitcoins value from price
fluctuations at the press of a button.
Please note that while having your funds locked in a Defender Account can
protect their value if the Bitcoin price falls, you will miss out a higher value
should Bitcoin’s price rise.
If you would like to LOCK your funds, please press on the LOCK button.

A pop up will appear where you will be able to define the amount of BTC to
be locked and to see the estimated USD amount that will be locked, based on
the estimated BTC/USD price.

Please note: Most of the time we keep the bid-ask spread around 1% however
some changes might occur in illiquid market conditions.
After pressing the LOCK button you will receive a message indicating that the
LOCK was successful. Indicating the amount that you requested to LOCK and
the exchange price.

You will now see the Bitcoin value fluctuating, based on the BTC-USD market
prices.

When you wish to UNLOCK, press the UNLOCK button.

A pop-up will appear where you will be requested to enter the USD amount
you wish to UNLOCK and to see the estimated BTC amount that will be
unlocked, based on the estimated BTC/USD price.

Please note: Most of the time we keep the bid-ask spread around 1% however
some changes might occur in illiquid market conditions.
After pressing the UNLOCK button you will receive a message indicating that
the UNLOCK was successful. Indicating the amount that you requested to
UNLOCK and the exchange price.
The minimum and maximum amount you can lock per transaction is 0.1 and 2
BTC, respectively. In addition, the minimum amount you can unlock per
transaction is 50 USD.

